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Sloan, John, Clown Making Up, 1910, oil on canvas, 32 1/8 x 26”, The Phillips Collection, 

Washington D.C. Accessed January 27, 2019. https://www.phillipscollection.org  

 

Aspects of the Portrait that Spark my Curiosity: 

1) The contrast between the whiteness of the clown and the dark brown background. What 

is Sloan hoping to evoke through this color scheme? Why did he use such a basic palette? 

2) Why was a clown chosen as the subject of the painting? Do clowns have special meaning 

to Sloan? Were clowns particularly relevant or popular in 1910? Also, did Sloan witness 

this scene or is it a figment of his imagination? 



3) Why would Sloan choose to represent the clown in this state (getting ready, alone) rather 

than performing? What can we as viewers understand about entertainers by glimpsing 

into this side of their lives (the less glamorous side)? 

Scholarly, Peer-Reviewed Secondary Sources: 

1) Clifford, Henry, John Sloan, and Everett Shinn. "Artists of the Philadelphia Press: 

William Glackens, George Luks, Everett Shinn, John Sloan. October 14 - November 18, 

1945." The Philadelphia Museum Bulletin 41, no. 207 (1945): 1-32. 

doi:10.2307/3794895. 

This source offers insight into Sloan’s early career working as an artist for The 

Philadelphia Press and how this career propelled him towards pursuing oil painting. 

2) Lobel, Michael1, michael.lobel@purchase.edu. “John Sloan: Figuring the Painter in the 

Crowd.” Art Bulletin 93, no. 3 (September 2011): 345–68. 

doi:10.1080/00043079.2011.10786012. 

Lobel touches on Sloan’s interest in politics and urban life, the shift in his painting style 

embodied by Clown Making Up, and his use of a prearranged tonal system (the Maratta 

method) in this piece. 

3) Loughery, John. "Americana." The Hudson Review 55, no. 1 (2002): 114-22. 

doi:10.2307/3852861. 

Loughtery discusses the interest of American artists in depicting circus life, and uses 

Clown Making Up as an example of the range of responses and vignettes that the subject 

of circus life allowed for.  

Research Question: 



My research will focus of the “Maratta method” used by Sloan in this piece. Along with a shift in 

subject matter, this work represents a shift in Sloan’s artistic style in the later part of his career. 

He began to utilize Hardesty G. Maratta’s prearranged tonal system of pigments in this work. 

Why would Sloan, or any artist for that matter, choose to utilize a prearranged tonal system, 

specifically the Maratta method? Who else utilized this method, how widespread did it become, 

and how does this specific tonal system affect the viewer’s experience?  

Next Steps: 

I would begin by researching how and why H.G. Maratta developed this system. I would look 

into how the system was marketed and who it captured the attention of (i.e. which artists other 

than Sloan adopted the technique—was it widely used? Was its use isolated to a specific region 

of the country or world?) Next, I would use information from neuroscientists such as Eric Kandel 

to research how Maratta’s color palette influences our experience of viewing art. How does 

reducing the color palette of a piece to prearranged tones influence the viewer’s perception of the 

piece? Can this be scientifically proven? I would bring this all together by explaining in detail 

Sloan’s use of the Maratta method in Clown Making Up. I would explore how the science behind 

Maratta’s color palette influences the viewer’s interpretation of the piece as somber yet alluring 


